An integrated strategy for the quantitative analysis of endogenous proteins: A case of gender-dependent expression of P450 enzymes in rat liver microsome.
Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry based methods provide powerful tools for protein analysis. Cytochromes P450 (CYPs), the most important drug metabolic enzymes, always exhibit sex-dependent expression patterns and metabolic activities. To date, analysis of CYPs based on mass spectrometry is still facing critical technical challenges due to the complexity and diversity of CYP isoforms besides lack of corresponding standards. The aim of present work consisted in developing a label-free qualitative and quantitative strategy for endogenous proteins, and then applying to the gender-difference study for CYPs in rat liver microsomes (RLMs). Initially, trypsin digested RLM specimens were analyzed by the nanoLC-LTQ-Orbitrap MS/MS. Skyline, an open source and freely available software for targeted proteomics research, was then used to screen the main CYP isoforms in RLMs under a series of criteria automatically, and a total of 40 and 39 CYP isoforms were identified in male and female RLMs, respectively. More importantly, a robust quantitative method in a tandem mass spectrometry-multiple reaction mode (MS/MS-MRM) was built and optimized under the help of Skyline, and successfully applied into the CYP gender difference study in RLMs. In this process, a simple and accurate approach named 'Standard Curve Slope" (SCS) was established based on the difference of standard curve slopes of CYPs between female and male RLMs in order to assess the gender difference of CYPs in RLMs. This presently developed methodology and approach could be widely used in the protein regulation study during drug pharmacological mechanism research.